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Student Senate's only minority member LaChone Pitchford eiled a lack of support.from other 
members as a reasonfor leaving the senatejor election. 
Five recent senate additions 
not in next week's election 
By HEIDI KEIBLER 
Student government edilor 
Five of the seven stu-
dents appointed to the Stu-
dent Senate to fill seats left 
by resigning members are 
not running for election 
Wednesday because of time 
constraints or personal con-
flicts. 
Marcey Benjamin, a 
freshman elementary edu-
cation major and Ben Jan-
vrin. a sophomore account-
ing major are still running 
for election. 
Daniel Lamboley, a senior 
social science major; Amy 
Levine, a junior political 
science major; J. Dylan Mc-
Neil, a senior English ma-
jor; LaChone Pitchford, a 
junior communication disor-
ders major and Julie Pro-
scia, a sophomore political 
science major are not run-
ning. 
The seven students were 
selected from a pool of 11 
applicants by the senate's 
Legislative Leadership 
Committee in September. 
The students, who began 
serving on the senate Sept. 
28, filled vacant seats left 
by several senate member 
resignations. 
Pitchford said she will 
not run for election next 
week since she receives lit-
tle support on the senate as 
its only minority member. 
"I have little support in 
the things I want to see 
done," she said. "My input 
doesn't seem to be appreci-
ated and I'd rather not be 
anywhere rm not appreciat-
ed." 
Pitchford said other sen-
ate members make her feel 
unwelcome and she often 
feels like she was appointed 
to the senate "to bring color 
to the board." 
McNeil said he is not 
running for a senate seat 
because he sees the senate 
as a powerless body. 
"If I thought it was possi-
ble to make a change on 
campus I would run," he 
said. "But the senate can't 
do much within the univer-
sity except OK money to be 
spent or do recycling. They 
can't make many changes." 
McNeil doesn't blame the 
senate's lack of power on 
the members, saying it is 
the way the system is set 
up. 
.. I just think there are 
other, more productive ways 
I can make a change on 
campus," he said. 
Levine, who has served 
on the senate for four sem-
esters, said she needs a 
break from the senate. 
"Basically I feel that it is 
time for me to take a break 
or move on," she said. "I 
need to re-evaluate how 
senate is perceived." 
Levine said she may run 
in the next Student Govern-
ment election, but said she 
can't devote the time or 
attention to the senate in 
spring semester. 
• See RACE Page 2A 
Tuition talks 
Weaver, Carpenter 
discuss freezes, cuts 
By TRAVIS SPENCER 
City editor 
While both candidates com-
peting to represent Charles-
ton-area voters in the Illinois 
House of Representatives 
agree that university tuitions 
are high, they differ on how 
they would cut costs. 
The Democratic candidate 
for the 106th District, David 
Carpenter of Charleston, is 
running against incumbent 
Mike Weaver, a five-term 
Republican from Ashmore. 
Both said during a candi-
date's forum Thursday night 
in Lumpkin Auditorium that 
they are aware of Eastern's 
tuition costs, which will 
increase 3.5 percent next year. 
Both candidates have 
taught at Eastern. Carpenter 
is a tenured professor of 
English and Weaver has been 
an occasional business instruc-
tor. 
Weaver said for the first 
time in his campaign that he 
was in favor of a statewide 
tuition freeze. He said the 
State's budget is being "gob-
bled up" in public aid and 
Medicaid, causing higher edu-
cation to receive less funding. 
'°The only thing I could do as 
• Thursday election 
forums coverage con-
tinues. Page 3. 
a minority committee member 
in the House is to vote for a 
tuition freeze," Weaver said. 
Weaver said the tuition 
freeze proposal has not made 
it out of committee yet. He 
added after the forum he 
didn't know all the details of 
the proposal, including the 
time frame of the freeze. 
Earlier this year, Demo-
cratic gubernatorial candidate 
Dawn Clark N etsch proposed 
a one-year tuition freeze for 
Illinois universities as part of 
her campaign. 
"If it gets on the floor, ru be 
a strong supporter of the 
tuition freeze," Weaver said. 
Carpenter said the new pro-
posal is a campaign gimmick. 
"Five days before the elec-
tion and he brings it up now -
it's a gimmick," Carpenter 
said. 
Carpenter said he proposes 
abolishing legislative tuition 
• See TUITION Page 2A 
Key player in Melton 
case pleads guilty 
By JOHN FERAK 
Staff wrtter 
Cracking the case in the hit-
and-run death of Crystal June 
Melton was always on Tom 
Corbin's mind. 
"The case was never on the 
backburner," said Corbin, a 
Charleston police detective who 
investigated the hitrand-death 
incident. "Anytime a lead came 
in, it was always investigated." 
On Wednesday, Eddy D. 
Forrest, 21, plead guilty to 
driving the car which struck 
Melton, then 24, on the 
evening of March 12, 1992. The 
next day, Melton died of head 
injuries. 
• Mother and for-
mer boyfriend are 
relieved with guilty 
plea. Page 5. 
Forrest's admission ends 
nearly two-and-a-half years of 
uncertainty and speculation 
about the crime. Forrest was 
arrested in August and 
charged with reckless homicide 
and leaving the scene of a fatal 
accident. 
Melton was riding her bicy-
cle on Harrison Avenue near 
f See FORREST Page 2A 
Several building projects to begin next spring 
By AMY HEEREN 
Staff wrtter 
About $26 million will be spent on 
several construction projects around 
Eastern's campus in the upcoming 
spring semester. 
Most of the future projects that do 
not involve renovation of academic 
buildings are bond revenue initiatives 
paid for by student fees. 
Ted Weidner, physical plant director, 
said the bond revenue initiatives, 
which are approved by the Office of 
Student Affairs, constitute $8.6 million 
of the total revenue spent on campus 
projects. 
Additional construction revenue 
approved by the state for academic 
buildings total about $17 .3 million. 
Weidner said most of the state con-
struction revenue is provided by the 
state capital development board. 
Another $100,000 will come from fund-
ing that is guaranteed annually for 
construction work by the state. 
A significant portion of the upcoming 
" See BUILDING Page 2A 
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LUNCH SPECIALS
•Tuna Salad Sandwich 
on croissant with cup
of soup or salad
•Mushroom and cheese 
omelette muffin and 
choice of fruit or salad
•Fish with macaroni and 
















































































































































Buy One 14” Large 
for the Price 
of a Small
After 8pm Only
Not Valid with any other Coupon
Valid Only at participating stores
Expires 11/11/94
1 Large 2 Toppings
Pizza $796
-or-
2 Large 2 Toppings
Pizzas $1296
Additional toppings .95¢ each





waivers to higher education
funds.
“In 1991, 1992 and 1993,
Eastern alone ate $556,000
in legislative tuition waiv-
ers,” Carpenter said.
He said 380 Eastern stu-
dents were given legislative
tuition waivers in the last
three years. He also said the
State gave $4 million in leg-
islative waivers in the past
few years.
“Legislative tuition waiv-
ers are unfair because they’re
often given to political acti-









o r g a n i z a -
tions which
offer them.
W e a v e r
said the
State could save higher edu-
cation funds if it would elimi-
nate the Board of Governors.
For more than three years,
Weaver has been pushing a
bill which would eliminate
Eastern’s governing board.
The BOG, which oversees
Eastern and
four other
s t a t e






w h e r e ,
Weaver said.
“The BOG
wastes a lot of money which
could go toward tuition,”
Weaver said.
Carpenter said he supports
the BOG and would push fur-
ther to consolidate other
higher education boards.
Carpenter has said the
support which the BOG pro-
vides to its schools makes it
an asset to higher education.
Tuition
David Carpenter Mike Weaver
• From Page 1A
Charleston High School’s Trojan Hill
that evening.
Despite capturing the key player in
the hit-and-run death of Melton, Corbin
warned that his department by no
means has closed the books on the
Melton case.
Charleston police are still trying to
follow up potential leads to locate the
other two male passengers who were
with Forrest in the stolen 1991 Buick
LeSabre, Corbin said.
“It’s still not a closed case,” Corbin
said. “Leads that are provided are fol-
lowed up.”
Corbin would not say whether
Forrest has been helpful in providing
police with descriptions of the two men
who rode in the stolen car with Forrest.
On Dec. 22, Forrest will appear in
court for a sentencing hearing. He could
face a maximum prison sentence of 14
years or receive a punishment as light
as probation.
Public Defender Lonnie Lutz, who
represents Forrest, believes his defen-
dant should not be given a jail sentence
since Forrest is “extremely remorseful
and sorry” about the incident.
“Mr. Forrest has no criminal history,”
Lutz said. “This was not any kind of
intentional act on his behalf. He is not
some cold-hearted, career criminal.”
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson said
Forrest had one minor brush with the
law involving a cannabis conviction,
which resulted in Forrest being placed
under court supervision.
Although Lutz claims Forrest consid-
ered turning himself in several times,
the public defender thinks Forrest was
afraid of facing such consequences. But
more than two years after the incident,
Lutz said Forrest finally decided to
admit his actions.
“Mr. Forrest was ridden with guilt,”
Lutz said. 
“He’s spent plenty of sleepless nights,
and he’s truly remorseful. He could’ve
fled the area at that time, and he
could’ve chosen not to make statements
to Corbin back in August.”
Lutz was referring to an interview in
August which Forrest confessed com-
mitting the crime to Corbin. Last Nov-
ember, Forrest denied involvement in
the homicide, but allowed police to fin-
gerprint him, which ultimately led
them to an identical match of prints
taken from the car which struck
Melton.
Ferguson said he wants to make sure
that Forrest spends time behind bars
for the negligence which resulted in
Melton’s death.
“I don’t think probation would be
appropriate in this situation,” Ferguson
said. “You have a death involved in this
case, and someone who knew of the
incident. The defendant certainly didn’t
come forward.”
Ferguson said one major break for
his prosecution occurred during the
summer of 1993 when an inmate at the
Coles County Jail told police that he
conversed with a man named “Eddy”
who mentioned driving the car which
killed Melton.
Before the young man was incarcer-
ated, Ferguson said he believed the
inmate visited Forrest’s trailer on sev-
eral occasions to drink alcohol with
him. Eventually, the jailed man relayed
information to police about Forrest’s
whereabouts.
“I’m very pleased it’s finally resolved
and to have the conviction,” Ferguson
said. “I think a prison sentence is
appropriate in this case.”
Melton
construction developments
will be focused on Buzzard
Building, with $11.4 million
being invested in the struc-
ture for various renovations.
The College of Education
and Professional Studies
and Student Publications
will  receive most of  the
funding to improve their
facilities.
Buzzard will also be air-
conditioned for the first
time, as Eastern’s energy
management system and
chilled water loop are slated
for an upgrade.
The upgraded system will
be connected to the Life
Science Building, the Fine
Arts building and Booth
Library for more energy effi-
cient heat and air.
Eastern will also be the
first university in Illinois to
start an energy savings pro-
ject – an initiative costing
$2.3 million. The project will
involve the replacement of
lighting and modifications
in the heating and cooling
systems.
“The money that is saved
by installing this project
will help pay for it,” Weidner
added.
As part of the American
Disabilities Act improve-
ments,  elevators will  be
installed in Thomas and
Taylor residence halls for $1
million. Bonds will be used
to fund those projects.
The American Disabilities
Act was passed in 1990 to
accommodate those who are
disabled. Illinois will pro-
vide $2.3 million to enable
the disabled easier access to
academic buildings.
Building
† From Page 1A
♥ From Page 1A
“I’ve been on senate for
four semesters so I am in
a position to judge,” she
said. “And I can’t give the
attention, motivation or
time a true senator
should give.”
Lamboley and Proscia
also cited time constraints
as the deciding factors in
their decisions not to run
for re-election.
Proscia, who served on
the senate last spring,
said she will run for elec-
tion next semester if she
has time to “serve the
body fairly.”
She added she is not
unsatisfied with the activ-
ity of the senate, but said
she does see room for im-
provement.
“Every organization
has room for improve-
ment,” she said. “If the
people work hard enough,
then the body can func-
tion. I loved the way it ran
last year.”
Lamboley said he has a
class on Wednesday
nights, when the senate
holds its weekly meetings.
He added, however, that
he plans to “keep ties with
senate.”
Senate speaker Stacy
Hart said the number of
students not running sur-
prises her.
“We were so impressed
by these people during
interviews, I thought
some would stick with it,”
she said. “I don’t feel like
they’ve been with senate
long enough to be disgust-
ed by it.”
Hart said if the ap-
pointments don’t feel they
have enough time to
devote to the senate, then
she prefers they don’t run.
“If they don’t feel they
can handle the job they
would be running for,
then let someone else take
the seats,” she said. “I
approve of that more than
running and then resign-
ing.
“(Resigning) makes us
look bad and takes a lot
more work finding some-
one to fill the empty
seats,” she added.
Race
♦ From Page 1A
“Five days
before the election
and he brings it up
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But Qualified, Honest, & Sincere
“I Don’t Just Say I Have Law 
Experience, I Have 24 Years of 
Law Enforcement Experience.”
ELECTRONSCOTTSheriff
Paid for by Citizens to Elect Ron Scott 
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Staff editor
The elimination of tuition
waivers is the answer to
curbing rising college tuition
costs, said Republican in-
cumbent Harry “Babe”
Woodyard.
The funding of education
in Illinois was the main topic
at Thursday’s State Senate
representative candidate
forum.
“Every year, $75 million is
awarded in tuition waivers
that kids and parents have
to make up with tuition
money,” he said. “Foreign
students on tuition waivers,
who do you think pays for
that? We do. The kids do.”
Woodyard, of Chrisman,
has served as the state sena-
tor since 1986 and  eight
years in the Illinois House of
Representatives.
Democrat Charles D.
Mattis, of rural Danville,
said money needs to be
“pumped” out of the state of
Illinois to pay for its univer-
sities.
“It’s a shame to see Big 10
universities funded and see
smaller universities struggle
and not be able to do things
they need to do,” he said.
“Some say it would be
good to see a freeze on
tuition,” he added. “But I say
we’ve got to pump money in
from the state of Illinois.”
Mattis is a retired ele-
mentary school teacher from
Danville. He was the demo-
cratic nominee for the U.S.
House of Representatives in
the 15th District in 1992.
Woodyard agreed the
state should offer more fund-
ing to education and said the
money should not come from
property taxes.
“The concept of trying to
reform the way we fund our
schools just has to be done,”
he said. “We need more state
funding and a massive prop-
erty tax reduction.”
Mattis said funding needs
to be reformed in a way that
benefits students through-
out the state.
“There needs to be a fair
step in the funding of our
schools that puts money in
our local school district but
doesn’t penalize other
schools for being wealthy,”
he said.
The candidates also








Fifteen minutes before a
candidates forum Thursday
night, Republican challenger
for the 19th Congressional Dis-
trict, Brent Winters, and an
entire audience found out his
opponent Glen Poshard was
not going to attend the sched-
uled forum.
Democratic incumbent Posh-
ard, of Marion, had prepared a
letter dated Nov. 3 thanking
his “friends” for the invitation
to the forum, but wrote he was
unable to attend “due to a long-
standing commitment that
conflicted with the forum,”
according to Gail Mason, mod-
erator for the League of
Women Voters.
This is Poshard’s first term
in the newly redrawn 19th leg-
islative district, the largest dis-
trict in Illinois.
Winters, a 1981 Eastern
graduate from Casey, said he
was “deeply disappointed” that
Poshard did not attend the
forum.
“I wish he would have told
me he was not going to show
up,” Winters said. “I thought
we were going to have some
fun tonight.”
Although Winters was un-
able to debate with Poshard on
the issues in the race, he said
that he does not believe it will
hurt his campaign.
“He knew he had everything
to lose by coming here,” Win-
ters said. “A debate is the will
of truth, and obviously he
doesn’t give it too much cre-
dence.”
Winters said Thursday night
wasn’t the first time Poshard
chose not to attend a forum at
the last moment.
“I had an engagement with
that man, and he didn’t show
up,” Winters said.  “He knew
he was vulnerable. He didn’t
even show up for his home-
town forum in Marion.
“I am deeply disappointed
tonight, just like I was deeply
disappointed that an hour
before he said he would not




At the beginning of
Thursday’s school referendum
forum, Charleston School
Board member Mitchell Shick
asked anyone with ideas about
how to raise much-needed
funds for the district to come
forward.
Several of the more than 30
members of the audience did
just that.
Ronald Stoner said, “We
need to increase our tax base
and not our tax rate.”
Greg Carney, manager of the
Coles County Farm Bureau,
said that rather than raising
money through property taxes,
the district should raise money
through income taxes.
Ed Buchanan said the dis-
trict should consider borrowing
money until it could get
increased funding from the
state. “Maybe we should be
borrowing,” Buchanan said.
“Maybe the state will come
though.”
And another audience mem-
ber suggested the school dis-
trict raise its yearly school
fees.
Unfortunately, the
Charleston School board has
looked at all the options and
decided the only real solution
for the district is higher prop-
erty taxes.
In July, the school board
voted to issue five-year bonds
in an effort to raise $3.4 mil-
lion for the district’s education
fund. But Charleston voters
still have to approve a five-
year, 56-cent property tax hike
for the repayment of those
bonds.
“If we don’t pass this tempo-
rary measure, we’ll just have
to keep coming back,” Shick
said. “Our bills aren’t going
away. We’re going to continue
to push, push, push.”
School District Vice
President Steve Hutti said
that without the bonds, the
district would have to make up
to $500,000 in cuts from the
education fund. The district
has already made the more
than $1 million in budget cuts
over the past few years.
Hutti added that balancing
the budget would require the
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1994
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
The Board of Governors let a golden oppor-
tunity slip through its fingers last Thursday.
Nine BOG Trustees had a chance to vote in
favor of postponing the decision which ulti-
mately raised tuition 3.5 percent for 1995-96.
Instead of embracing the chance to gain
back some respect a-
mong the five student
representatives and the
50,000 students in the
BOG system, the board shot the proposal
down.
Even more painful than the tuition hike itself
is the reasons the board and, in particular, BOG
Chancellor Thomas Layzell gave for voting
down the proposal which would have sus-
pended the decision until later this month.
Layzell said he feared the Illinois Board of
Higher Education would not set aside funds for
a BOG tuition hike in its budget.
This is fuzzy logic at best, considering the
IBHE does not review its budget until January.
The BOG could have waited one month to
allow student representatives to find alterna-
tives to a tuition hike.
Although it is likely the board would have
dismissed any alternatives and voted on the
tuition hike this month anyway, the trustees
should have given the students a chance to
voice their concerns.
Even more embarrassing to the board last
Thursday was Layzell’s proposal of appointing a
committee to find those alternatives now that
this tuition hike is put to bed.
The five student representatives, who
seemed to be the only individuals standing up
for the rights of the students, called the propos-
al an afterthought.
This is an accurate statement because the
board – and especially Layzell – was was so
intent on making the decision in October that
by the time thoughts of committees came to
mind, the point was already moot.
The board has once again tarnished its
already shaky relationship with the students.
If the BOG continues to ignore legitimate
student concerns, it may find its relationship
with the legislature becoming shaky – in the
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Power is a wonderful thing.
I crave it, I desire it, I
manipulate to get it and it
gives me a high unlike any
other.
While this may sound brash
and pretentious, power is an
asset a vast majority of people
want, but only a select few
can attain.
And with Tuesday’s upcom-
ing election for state and local
seats and Wednesday’s
Student Government election,
the majority once again has the opportunity to gain
some control over those who rule us.
Complaining about government, be it on the state,
local or national level, is as American as apple pie.
And, at one time, Americans fought for the time
when their vote might present a change in the sys-
tem – a hunger which led to marches, demonstrations
and, at times, violence.
Yet, it seems as though we have lost that essence
of Americanism which this country was founded
upon. Countless numbers of those who are eligible to
vote do not partake in the right of suffrage, and many
of those are are registered do not take the time to
raise their voice in government.
While Eastern’s Student Senate should be applaud-
ed for their activism with voter registration, they do
not have the power alone to get students to vote.
If the entire student body registered in Coles
County, that alone would provide a possible 10,537
votes. If at least half of Eastern’s students voted,
more than 5,000 votes could make an visible differ-
ence in East-Central Illinois politics.
And it could significantly change Charleston poli-
tics.
But mere probability and registration slips cannot
give the people back the power they are entitled to –
it takes the will of the people
to physically get out to the
polls and make a change.
History dictates many
examples of the people get-
ting back their government
through the act of voting. One
classic example is Chicago’s
1983 mayoral election.
Chicago incumbent Jane
Bryne, who is famous for mov-
ing into one of the city’s most
violent and impoverished
neighborhoods, Cabrini Green,
was seen as a shoe-in for another term. Much of the
black community thought there would be no hope for
change and that voting would be useless.
A congressman named Harold Washington
renewed their hope, using a strong campaign based
on power through voting.
Thousands registered for the very first time.
At the primaries alone, 79 percent of those regis-
tered voted.
Seven weeks later, on a triumphant November day,
the black community regained power with more than
250,000 votes for Harold Washington.
This example alone shows that power is strength in
unity, and each vote becomes a step closer to
change. A new vision was seen by members of the
black community, pride swelled in one-time melan-
choly neighborhoods and a sense of accomplishment
grew in the hearts of the voters.
If the student body is to gain some control over the
government which controls them, it needs to begin
this Tuesday.
More importantly, it needs to continue throughout
this generation and in those to come.
– Elizabeth Raichle is managing editor and a
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.











I saw Secretary of State George
Ryan on television with a big smile,
declaring he had revoked the driv-
ing privileges of 120,000 drivers. Is
that something to be proud of?
I can show you incidents where
the victim was under the legal limit,
according to the breathalizer test,
and was found not guilty by a jury of
his peers.
Still, it is on their driving record in
Ryan’s office. Gov. Jim Edgar said it
when he was Secretary of State, and
now Ryan is saying it – they don’t
care if a person is guilty or not.
If it gets on his driving record it’s
there for life. Should that be? The
reason they don’t care: Do you real-
ize it costs an average of $1,000 or
more to get your license back?
Multiply that by 120,000 and you
get $120 million in fines and costs.
Instead of giving young people
an incentive to do better, they are
playing head games with them,
causing dire hardships on their fami-
lies. They don’t care!
We, the people of Illinois, paid to
build these roads and it should be a
constitutional right instead of a privi-
lege to drive on these roads.
Ryan nor Edgar own these roads.
They have abused the power of their
office in refusing driving privileges.
A person should be at least
allowed to drive to and from work,
or would you prefer him to be on
welfare?
Vote all state level incumbents
out now before it is too late. I have
been voting Republican for 39 years
but will not vote for any incumbent,
Democrat or Republican in 1994.
Daniel R. Cornwell
Dear editor:
We are writing in regard to Kerri
Maddux’s letter to the editor in
Monday’s issue of The Daily Eastern
News.
First, we would like to say that we
are very sorry to hear about your
father’s death. Our sympathy goes
out to you and your family.
We feel that you should have
done a little background research of
your own on the graveyard pro-
gram.
Before blaming BACCHUS for “all
the pain and anguish” that you have
been through, you should have
stopped to read one of the hundred
alcohol awareness posters posted
on campus.
You have then known that all of
the greek organizations sponsored
the graveyard this year, not BAC-
CHUS.
In years past, when BACCHUS
was coordinating the graveyard pro-
gram, we checked with all of the
individuals whose names were to
appear on the gravestones.
The reason the names appear on
the gravestones is to emphasize the
fact that someone you know could
die of an alcohol-related incident,
the number one killer of people in
our age group.
BACCHUS is on campus to help
students become aware of the
effects of alcohol and other related
issues.
Just as you did not appreciate the
anguish that this program caused,
BACCHUS did not appreciate the
negative and erroneous publicity we






cost BOG a shot
at redemption































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Prices Effective
Friday, November 4 thru
Thursday, November 17, 1994 Open 6 am - 11 pmATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
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At the urging of a universi-
ty official, many Eastern
sororities are refusing to com-
ment on Delta Chi fraternity’s
probation, with several frater-
nities apparently following
suit.
Eleven of Eastern’s 18 fra-
ternities and sororities were
unavailable for comment
Thursday after repeated
attempts to contact them.
Several others refused to com-
ment.
Eileen Sullivan, assistant
director of student activities
for greek affairs, told sorority
members at Wednesday’s
Panhellenic Council meeting
not to comment on Delta Chi’s
six-month probation for haz-
ing, or “physical abuse,” that
occurred at a function last
month.
Melissa Nolan, president of
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority,
said Sullivan advised sorority
members not to comment
because she felt they were not
informed enough to talk about
the incident.
“Basically we were advised
not to comment,” Nolan said.
Sullivan said, “I commented
to them that they have all the
knowledge they have in the
paper.”
On Monday, student activi-
ties announced in a press
release that it had put the
chapter on probation for inci-
dents which took place at an
Oct. 8  function.
One of student activities’
roles is investigating alleged
hazing incidents reported to
them.
According to Chris Des-
mond, president of Delta Chi’s
chapter, two alumni were
caught spanking one another
at the function.
The fraternity will lose its
social privileges for six
months, which means it can-
not hold any alcoholic
functions and loses its “good
standing” with the
Interfraternity Council, which
governs all Eastern fraterni-
ties.
After refusing to comment
on the investigation Monday,
Sullivan said Thursday that
she was confident the sorori-
ties would not discuss an issue
they were not informed on.
“I believe most of the
women are educated and I
don’t think they’re going to
comment on anything they
don’t know enough about,”
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer
Mary Melton said she is relieved
that Eddy Forrest plead guilty to the
March 1992 hit-and-run death of her
daughter, Crystal June Melton.
But neither Mary Melton nor
Kevin James, the former boyfriend of
the victim, want to see Forrest, 21,
escape justice for the pain and grief
they’ve suffered during the two-and-
a-half years of uncertainty that
ended Wednesday when Forrest
changed his plea to guilty.
Forrest will be sentenced on Dec.
22 for the hit-and-run incident. The
maximum punishment Forrest could
receive is 14 years.
“I would like to see him serve the
maximum penalty,” said James, 31,
who dated Crystal June Melton for
about two years before her death. “I
think he deserves it. The case was on
my mind everyday that it was
unsolved.”
Mary Melton thinks the law
regarding hit-and-run homicides is
too lenient since Forrest had been
free for two-and-a-half years and had
no prior intentions of turning himself
in.
“I don’t think 14 years is a deter-
rent to keep other people from com-
mitting this crime,” Mary Melton
said. “Because a life was taken and
there was no intention on (Forrest’s)
part to confess to that crime.”
Mary Melton said she is still pur-
suing a civil negligence lawsuit she
filed in September against Logan B.
Davis and Baldwin Pontiac-GMC Inc.
Crystal June Melton died shortly
after being hit by a 1991 Buick
LeSabre, which was stolen from a
parking lot at Fifth Street and
Monroe Avenue where Davis had
parked the car before losing track of
it. The car was left unlocked with the
keys inside.
Her pending case received a boost
earlier this week when a motion by
the defense to dismiss her lawsuit
was denied in court, she said.
“This car was left with its keys in
it, and it began a chain of events that
ultimately led to my daughter’s
death,” Mary Melton said. “If not for
those chain of events, my daughter
would probably still be alive today.”
Mother, boyfriend glad hit-and-run ordeal over
Greeks remain silent on hazing issue
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Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
5:00, 7:30, 9:45
Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15
4:45, 7:00, 9:15
Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00
4:30, 7:15, 9:45  Sat & Sun Mat. 1:45
4:45, 7:15, 9:30











Movie Hotline  258-8228
ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM$3.00
$1.75
Frankenstien(R)
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2:15    5:00, 7:00, 9:45
Exit to Eden (PG)
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2:00    4:45, 7:15, 9:30
Love Affair (PG-13)
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2:15    5:00, 7:30, 9:45 
Forrest Gump  (PG-13)
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 1:45    4:30, 7:15, 9:45
Little Giants (PG)
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2:00    4:45, 7:00 , 9:15
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
Sat. & Sun.Mat. 2:00     7:00, 9:45
The Puppet Masters (R)
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$1500 – Reg. $2800
1 GROUPEASTERNSWEATSHIRTS
$1700 – Reg. $3000





Student Senate candidates at
its regular meeting Thursday
night.
RHA members voted a-
gainst dividing the endorse-
ment vote, which would have
had each candidate discussed
individually. Candidates were
instead voted on as a group.
The RHA voted 25-5, with
eight abstentions, to endorse
the candidates.
The following senate candi-
dates were endorsed: fresh-
man environmental major
Jason Anderson, junior ac-
counting major Brian An-
derson, freshman elementary
education major Marcy Ben-
jamin, sophomore speech com-
munication major Trevor
Griffin, senior history major
John Kohl, sophomore pre-
business major Amy Redshaw,
sophomore English major Pat
Scanlan and sophomore mar-
keting major Jeff Zilch.
Eighteen candidates met
with members of RHA’s
Student Senate endorsement
committee Monday and Tues-
day nights.
Bethany Livengood, co-
chair of the endorsement com-
mittee along with Keith
Pietroanczyk, said one of the
things the panel members
looked for in senate candi-
dates they endorsed was
accountability to RHA and
interest in residence hall
issues.
Livengood said the purpose
of the meetings with RHA en-
dorsed candidates are to dis-
cuss the association’s ideas
and its expectations of senate
members. She added account-
ability of the endorsed candi-
dates was a problem last year.
RHA president Karl Aldrich
said he felt the format used
this year for endorsing candi-
dates worked well and all
panel members were able to
ask the senate candidates
questions before deciding
whether  to endorse them.
Livengood said there were
no real problems at the panel
meetings, “they all came to a




CHICAGO (AP) – Gov.
Jim Edgar said this morn-
ing he has no plans to hand
voters a “November sur-
prise’’ in the form of a tax
hike after next week’s elec-
tion.
Appearing this morning
on WGN radio, Edgar said
there is no secret plan to
raise taxes after the elec-
tion.
“I have no secret agenda.
I have no plans to raise
taxes. I have made it clear I
would raise taxes as a last
resort,’’ he said.
The governor said he
couldn’t  predict i f  a tax
increase would be necessary
until funding requests are
submitted for the 1995-1996
budget.
Edgar,  who enjoys a
sweeping 30 point lead in
the polls over Democratic
challenger Dawn Clark
Netsch, said he hopes that
doesn’t work against him by
convincing supporters that
the election is all but over.
“It is important that peo-
ple get out and exercise
their rights because it could
make a difference in who is
elected,’’ he said.
Edgar and Netsch re-
turned to the all-important
crime issue Wednesday in a
final effort to handcuff
undecided votes.
“Here is a governor who
has been parading around
the state of Illinois as Mr.
Law and Order-Get Tough
on Crime who has not lifted
a little finger to make our
communities feel safer,’’ the
Democratic challenger said
Wednesday.
Netsch visited pickets at
the office of state Senate
President James “Pate’’
Philip in this western sub-
urb to demand action on a
stalled bill  that would
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GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION DAY
Wednesday, November 9, 1994
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM
Martin Luther King, Jr., University Union
Austin Peay State University - Clarksville, TN
Ball State University - Muncie, IN
Bowling Green State University -Bowling Green, OH
Bradley University - Peoria, IL
Concordia University - River Forest, IL
Eastern Illinois University (23 Departments) - Charleston, IL
Governors Stare University - University Park, IL
Illinois Benedictine College - Lisle, IL
Illinois College of Optometry - Chicago, IL
Indiana State University - Terre, IN
Lake Erie College - Painesville, OH
Logan College of Chiropractic - Chesterfield, MO
Murray State University - Murray, KY
Roosevelt University - Lawyer’s Assistant Program - Chicago, IL
Southern Illinois University - School of Medicine - Dept. of Pharmacology -
Springfield, IL
University of Louisville - Louisville, KY
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Champaign, IL
Western Illinois University - Macomb, IL
Come out and explore graduate programs offered by 
other schools as well as programs offered at EIU.




























































































































































































































































































































Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not





(LIMIT 8 IN MULT. OFFERS)
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not valid





Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not




(LIMIT 4  OFFERS)
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 11/18/94
Try Arby’s New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips
14 CPN 15 CPN
16CPN 17CPN
ILLINOIS LEGISLATIVE STAFF INTERN PROGRAM
The program is administered by Sangamon State University.
Interns work full-time as research staff for the unit they serve.
Placements:  Four legislative analyst positions with each of the four partisan
leadership staffs, four general research and science writing positions with
the Legislative Research Unit.
Basic requirements:  Completion of undergraduate degree
prior to starting the internship.
Compensation: $1500 per month.
Length of program: 10 1/2 months.
Background preferred: All majors.
Application Deadline: March 1 – Starting Date: October 1
For further information and application contact:




It might seem hard to believe that
Thursday night’s Eastern swimming
meet victory over Bradley was closer
than the final scores indicated.
But to hear coach Ray Padovan tell
it, given how many individual races for
the men’s and women’s team were
determined by split seconds in the
Panthers’ favor, he knows that the out-
come could have been much different.
Eastern’s men captured late races by
close times to pull out a 126-104 final
tally over the Braves, and the women
pulled out four close races to help them
to a 142-91 victory at Lantz Pool.
“We had more close races tonight,”
Padovan said. “We had a lot of tou-
chouts that could have went either way,
somewhere between six and eight. But
we we’re really ready to swim tonight.
“There’s no com-
parison to the way
that we have swam
so far this season.
This meet tonight
was different for us. I
really didn’t think
that were going to be
this good this early. 
“I was really pleas-
ed. I guess this is the
one that we weren’t
expecting to win.”
The women captured 10 first-place
finishes on the night, three of them by
junior Maridee Hisgen – which all three
of her victories were determined by less
than a second.
Hisgen’s victories came in the 200-
yard individual medley (2:16.86), the
100-yard freestyle (56.91) and the
100/200 yard breaststroke. Senior
Annell Metzger picked up two individu-
al victories – the 100/200 yard freestyle
(2:05. 43) and the 600-yard freestyle
(5:35.17).
“The women simply started strong,
and once they got in the thick of things,
they just kept things going,” Padovan
said. “But some of the close races
helped the women keep the lead.”
Meanwhile with Metzger, Padovan
said she normally performs in the
longer distance races, but he needed
her in the 100/200 yard freestyle in
order for the women to stay in the meet
– which turned out to be right move for
the Panthers as Metzger captured first.
“She wasn’t happy about at first,”
Padovan said. “But I knew I need her
out there and it helped the women in
the end win.”
On the men’s side, freshmen Doug
Habben and Dan Cherwin continue to
early-season assault. Cherwin took first
in the 1000-yard freestyle (10:14.61)
and the 100/200 yard backstroke
(4:53.57) – both events, like Hisgen,
being determined by less than a split
second.
Habben captured individual firsts in
the 200-yard freestyle (2:02.40), the
100/200 yard backstroke (49:46) and
teamed with Jason Wrone, Ron Steffy
and Matthew Lotito in the 400-yard
freestyle relay (3:18.74), which helped
seal the team victory for the men.
“The men, particularly Habben and
Cherwin, did a great job,” Padovan said.
Looking ahead to the weekend,
Padovan said that he is positive about
the Panthers’ meet against the
University of Indianapolis and Rose
Hulman.
“I don’t know much about Indian-
apolis or Hulman,” Padovan said. “We’ll
probably be a little short with the men,
but a performance like this gives us
some high hopes for the weekend.
Swimming team edges its way to victory
Kevin Dixson, who leads the
team with 33 catches for 484
yards.
The top two tailbacks in the
Redbird offense are gone in
Keith Goodnight and Hickey
Thompson, but fullback Will
Hill filled in nicely last week
against Southern, gaining 108
yards and two touchdowns on
27 carries.
Spoo said the Redbirds’
offense is hard to defend
because of the many looks it
gives opposing defenses.
“They spread you out. They
like to throw the ball a bunch,”
he said. “They have good wide
receivers with good speed.
The contest is the last road
game for the Panthers this
season.
“Everything’s on the line for us, and the
kids know it.”
For the season, Eastern is 13-13 overall, but
learned a lot from playing some tough oppo-
nents early in the season. Ralston said it
would be easy to schedule in some teams
Eastern could easily handle, but she believes
that the tougher the pre-conference schedule,
the better the conference results.
Ironically, Ralston doesn’t believe that this
team, the one on the verge of the conference
title, is the best team she’s coached at Eastern.
That distinction, she says, belongs to the ‘92
squad.
“The team that we had two years ago was
probably more dominating,” she said. “We
were coming off of a 12-21 record a year earli-
er, and it was our first year in the Mid-Con.
“We were predicted to finish sixth, but went
14-2 and made the tournament.”
But even that team didn’t win the confer-
ence. And that team lost to this same Western
squad in the tournament.
Western heads into Saturday’s game know-
ing it has no shot for the tournament, but
would love nothing better than to play a spoil-
er role. And for those upperclassmen who were
on Eastern’s squad in ‘92, there’s no better
way to pay the Westerwinds back than to beat
them for the conference title.
The purple Panthers (6-2)
are ranked ninth in Division
I-AA, and will advance to
the I-AA playoffs for the
sixth time in the last 10
years.
• Western will host
Jacksonville State at 1:30




were eliminated from the
Gateway Conference title
race last week with their
loss to Northern Iowa, their
final league game of the sea-
son. With its 4-2 conference
record, Western will finish in
second place in the Gateway
for the fourth straight year.
Western last won the con-
ference in 1988, when it
accumulated a perfect 6-0
league mark.
• Indiana State will
attempt to bounce back from
its 30-21 defeat to Eastern
last week when it travels to
Western Kentucky for a 2
p.m. matchup on Saturday.
Indiana State is still fight-
ing for third place in the
Gateway despite its 2-4
league mark and 4-5 overall
record.
Sycamore Tailback David
Wright is expected to play
more than he did against the
Panthers, when he had only
two carries. 
Western Kentucky has
fallen on some hard times
this season recently.
Previously ranked as high as
11th in Division I-AA, the
Hilltoppers were knocked off
by Southern Illinois 10-7 two
weeks ago, bouncing them




• From Page 8A
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Panthers travel to Illinois State 
By PAUL DEMPSEY 
Associate sports editor 
The Panther football team travels to 
Illinois State tomorrow for what 
amounts to a third-place showdown 
between fourth-place Eastern and the 
third-place Redbirds in the Gateway 
conference. 
A win by the Panthers, 3-5 overall 
and 2-2 in the Gateway, would virtually 
assure them third place, with only 
Southern Illinois having enough games 
left on its schedule to catch them. 
This is Illinois State's (5-4 overall, 3-
2 in the Gateway) final conference 
game of the year. 
The Redbirds entered the season 
with serious hopes of dethroning 
Northern Iowa as four-time conference 
champions, but losses to Northern Iowa 
and Indiana State have dashed the 
team's hopes. 
The Redbirds, though, have been a 
tough opponent at home, winning both 
of its conference games. The only blem-
ish on Illinois State's record at Hancock 
Stadium is a one-point loss to No. 9 
Other game a battle for last place 
Mauch will need the same kind of 
magic this week as he leads the 
Panthers against the conference's 
third-rated defense, a defense head 
coach Bob Spoo said relies on its speed. 
By RANDY LISS 
Sports editor 
After Eastern's weekend matchup 
with Illinois State on Saturday, the 
only other Gateway Conference face-
off will take place in Springfield, Mo., 
when Southwest Missouri State 
hosts Southern Illinois at 1 ::30 p.m. 
The game could be viewed as a 
battle for last place in the conference 
- Southwest comes in with a 1-4 
mark in the league, while Southern 
is winless in the Gateway at 0-3. 
The Bears (2-6) need to win two of 
their last three games to avoid wind-
ing up with their worst record since 
1986, when they finished 3-7 overall 
in head conch Jesse Branch's first 
Central Florida, 27-26. 
Pete Mauch returns to the role as 
starting quarterback this week after 
freshman Mark Swinning started the 
season. 
Southwest hasn't had a season 
with less than three wins since 1971, 
when the Bears went 1-8-1. 
"They've got a lot of transfers from 
Division I programs," Spoo said. "It 
looks like they've got a number of start-
ing defensive linemen that were origi-
nally, at some point in their careers, 
linebackers. They run extremely well. 
There isn't an overabundance of size, 
but an overabundance of speed. 
"So I see defensively a team that is 
able to rally to the ball well and cover a 
lot of ground. • Northern Iowa, which clinched 
its fifth consecutive Gateway title 
with its 36-27 win over Western 
Illinois last week, will travel to Idaho 
for a 3 p.m non-conference kickoff on 
Saturday. 
On Eastern's side of the ball, the 
defense will need to shut down both a 
lethal passing game and a very potent 
running attack. 
Senior quarterback Joel Bosman is 
leading the Gateway conference in 
passing efficiency after taking the 
starting role from Danny Barnett earli-
er in the year. 
• See GATEWAY Page 7 A 
Panthers' last two games. 
Mauch came off the bench last week 
to rally Eastern from a 14-point deficit 
to a 30-21 win over Indiana State. 
He is complimented by a strong core 
ofreceivers led by senior wideout 
• See FOOTBALL Page 7 A 
By TIM BROZENEC 
Staff writer 
Already assured of a berth in the Mid-
Continent Conference tournament, the Lady 
Panthers volleyball team can win its division and 
claim home court advantage in the tourney with 
a win Saturday against Western, \vith the action 
tipping off at 7 p.m. at Lantz Gym. 
This year, the Mid-Con was divided into two 
divisions, and it was pre-determined that the 
West Division champ would host this year's tour-
nament. 
The top two teams from each 
division will make up the skele-
ton of the postseason tourney, 
and in the West Di\·ision the 
teams arc set - Eastern and 
Valparaiso, both with 8-1 con-
ference records. 
"We're in the tournament for 
sure," coach Betty Ralston said 
Thursday. "It doesn't matter if 
you're first or second. You still 
have to win two matches when 
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"But we'd much rather be at home. Hosting 
would be a step up from just malting it." 
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer 
Eastern soccer player Mark Valintis (left) tries t.o dribble past a Southern IUinois-EdwardsvUle defender in 
the Panthers' 1-0 win Wednesday at Lakeside. Th.e Panthers will start Mid-Continent Conference tourna-
ment acti.on in Buffalo, N. Y., this weekend. 
The two representatives from the East 
Division will most likely be Central Connecticut 
State and Troy State, although Youngstown 
State could also sneak in. 
East.em's only hurdle left, then, is Western. Its 
last match against the Westerwinds was very 
likely the contest that taught Eastern to never 
give up. Soccer team starts Mid-Con tourney 
By DAN FIELDS 
Staff wrtter 
The Eastern men's soccer team 
will shuffle off to Buffalo, N.Y. this 
weekend to participate in the Mid-
Continent Conference 'Iburnament. 
The Panthers (12-2-1 overall, 6-1-
1 in the Mid-Con), are the No. 1 
seed from the conference's Western 
Division, and will open up semi-
final round play against Central 
Connecticut State (12-5-2, 3-2-1), 
the Eastern Division's No. 2 seed. 
The winner will play either 
Buffalo (10-5-1, 5-0-1), the Eastern 
Division's top seed, or the 
University of Missouri at Kansas 
City {10-9-0, 5-3-0), the Western 
Division's No. 2 seed, for the cham-
pionship at 1 p.m. on Sunday. 
Eastern has not faced Central 
Connecticut this season, but the 
Blue Devils have played North-
eastem Illinois, which they beat 1-0. 
The Panthers beat Northeastern 
earlier this season by a 3-0 score. 
"We know very little about them 
except they have the top scorer (in 
the conference)," said sophomore 
Brad McTighe. The co-captain is 
ref erring to Everton Barrington, 
who has posted 19 goals and four 
assists to give him 42 points on the 
season. Barrington is also this 
year's Mid-Con Player of the Year. 
McTighe, midfielder Steve Van 
Dyke and goaltender Brian Ritschel 
were named to the West Division's 
All-Conference first team. The sec-
ond team includes midfielder Brian 
Holcombe, fullback Greg McDonald 
and midfielder Robert Tomic. 
If Eastern captures the tourna-
ment, it will have to face the winner 
of the Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference before playing in the 
NCAA National Tournament. 
In that match, played at Western on Oct. 14, 
Eastern came back from an 11-1 deficit in the 
second game to gain not just a conference win, 
but confidence and momentum for the rest of the 
season as well. 
Ralston said the Lady Panthers have to do the 
fundamental things right to post a victory this 
time. 
"(Western) blocked well last time and got good 
hands on a lot of balls," she said. "We have to hit 
through the blocks. 
"We need to serve tough and not let them get 
into any kind of rhythm. And we have to get a 
lead and not let them get back in. We don't want 
to have to come back again. 
• See VOLLEYBALL Page 7 A 
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AIDS educator recounts uphill battle
By NATALIE GOTT
When Beatrice Kerr was
a 19-year-old sophomore at
Mary Washington College
in Fredericksburg, Va., her
boyfriend called sobbing
into the phone and told her
he had just been to the
doctor.
She initially thought he
had cancer and was too
upset to tell her.
But he finally managed
to tell her he was HIV posi-
tive. Her world fell apart. At
that moment she knew that
she was also HIV positive.
Her boyfriend died eight
months later. 
“It just destroyed me,”
Kerr said in a telephone
interview. “I was suicidal.
“I thought I only had
eight months to live and I
thought that if my eight
months would be like his, I
didn’t want to live.” 
That was seven years
ago.
At the time, Kerr felt like
there was no one to turn to
for support. She didn’t con-
sider telling her parents
because, in their eyes, pre-
marital sex was sinful.
A full year before she
was even diagnosed as an
HIV carrier, she told her
parents that she and her
boyfriend were having sex.
Kerr said they told her God
would eventually punish her
by giving her AIDS.
“I know they love me,”
Kerr said. “But, they still
say very painful, hurtful
things.” She explained that
her parents believe AIDS is
a deserving disease for
sexually active people.
But after tiring of hiding
the truth, Kerr decided to
reveal her secret in 1989.
She was so relieved to
tell her parents; wanting
desperately to believe they
would be supportive. But
the morning after, she
heard them say she would
go to hell if she didn’t
repent for her sins.
“I’m very wary,” she said
of her relationship with her
parents, “but I do keep the
lines of communication
open.”
During the first year of
her illness, Kerr struggled
to come to terms with her
condition. But when she 













❀ See HIV Page 3B
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Jerry’s Pizza & Pub
Corner of
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Mother's. . .Have a Great Weekend at
Try a Zima or Seagrams
Wine Cooler
for $150
$1Bottles20oz DraftsBar Drinks Mother’sproudly servesLite & Icehouseon Tap!
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Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
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Calendar
Tonight
• Bingo from 9 p.m. to midnight
in the Rathskeller of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
• “On Deadly Ground” starring
Steven Seagal will begin at 8
p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall.
Admission is $1.
• Karaoke begins at 6 p.m. at
Stix, 1412 Fourth St.
• N.I.L.8. and Goat Boy will per-
form at 9:30 p.m. at Ted’s
Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St.
Admission is $3.
• Crabdaddy with Hum and
Chaotic Past will perform at 10
p.m. at Friends & Co. – The
Dungeon, 509 Van Buren.
Admission is $3.
Saturday
• “On Deadly Ground” will begin
at 8 p.m. in the Library Lecture
Hall. Admission is $1.
• Effingham-based band Malaki
will perform at 8 p.m. at Ted’s
Warehouse.
• Chicago-based band Aunt Joan
will perform at 9:30 p.m. at
Roc’s, 410 Sixth St.
• Daggagod with Burnt Ner-
vends and Shred Mellon will per-
form at 10 p.m. at Friends &
Co. – The Dungeon. Admission
is $3.
Monday
• Beatrice Kerr, HIV survivor
and AIDS educator, will speak at
8 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Union. Tickets are $1.
• The Counseling Center pre-
sents “It Ain’t Love, Baby” at 7
p.m. in the Effingham Room of
the Union.
Wednesday
• Graduate School Information
Day from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Union.
Thursday
• The Counseling Center pre-
sents “Anger Management” at 7












Bingo is the game-o 
UB cashes in on Moose Lodge 
craze, filling game night void 
By OIR5SY MOCH 
When the city ordinance out-
lawing anyone under the age of 
21 into a bar went in 
to effect -··=--June 10, 
the Moose ·~~~~!j~~ 
Lodge also closed 
its doors to urrleraged peo-
ple, leaving 18, 19 ard 20-year-
ok:i Bingo k:mrs out on the street 
lbis semester. the University 
Board is tJyirYJ to fill that \00. The 
UB is sponsoring Bingo, The 
Game in the Rathskeller After 
Dark. 
Susan Stephens, coordinator of 
UB spocial el.Eilts. saX:l about 125 
people have attended the Bingo 
nights so far this semester. The 
next game is scheduled for 9 p.m. 
to midnight tonight in the 
Rathskeller of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. UnM?rsity Union. 
"'It's a very social event and 
everyone seems to have a good 
time, .. Stephens saX:l. ''You get to 
talk to your friends while you're 
playing and be as loud as you 
want" 
'"Wacky and zany·· prizes 
inch.ding chips ard salsa, carxJy, 
canisters of popcorn, laundry 
detergent, soap and other food 
ard ~ are yours for the tak-
ing at the Rathskeller, Stephens 
sail 
"("The prizes) are some com-
mon necessities we try to aim 
towards dorm students," she 
ack:led. ~They're not very expen-
sive ard this way we please more 
of the students by giving away 
more things." 
At the Moose Lodge 1388. 
615 $e\eith St.. members ard 
stu:Jents play for cash. The Thurs-
day night event starts at 7 and 
one comer. 
At. the Moose Lodge, a differ-
ent pot is played for each game 
with the last game \IX>rth $500. 
said Gary Beavers, administrator 
of the Moose. 
Beavers said students have 
been coming to play Bingo at the 
Moose for the past two years. At. 
first, they rncxie up about 10 per-
cent of the players. Now, they 
make up about SO percent 
H01.Vever, since the city ordi-
nance went into effect, the num-
ber of student players has 
decreased, Beavers sad. 
After much discussion, the offi-
cers of the lodge decided it was 
cost prohibitive to separate the 
establishment into alcohol-free ard 
ak:ohol sections. he sad. 
Beavers said making separate 
sections also "wasn't fair to our 
members." 
But Beavers sad the loss of stu-
dent numbers is not only causing 
the lodge to lose revenue, but it is 
~ taking ~Y one bar alterna-
tive from stu:ients. 
"The mayor is always talking 
about altematiws ard here's one 
that is taken away no.v." he sad. 
Native American artwork reflects 
cultures of the past and present 
By AMY HEEREN 
"Man is a part of the 
whole cycle rather than a con-
troller of nature." said Kit 
Morice, referring to ideas 
instilled in the artwork 
from many Pre-Colom-
bian cultures in North. 
South and Central 
America. 
Morice, curator of 
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t o n 
donated most of the artifacts on display. 
"He gave his collection to the museum so 
that they could research and identify the arti· 
facts," said Morice. 
The collection includes ceramics, carved shell 
and stone, musical instruments, masks and ivory 
carvings. 
North American objects in the exhibition 
include birdstones from the late Archaic period 
in the Midwest; Mississippian/Mound Period 
ceramics, shell gorgets and stone figures; an 
Eskimo mask and ivory needle case; Northwest 
coast masks, rattles and wooden bowls; an Iro-
quois war club; and Anasazi, Casas Grande and 
Hopi ceramics. 
Morice said the collection is a survey of the 
art of indigenous peoples in Pre-Colombian 
times with the addition of contemporary Native 
American artists who work in a traditional 
manner. 
She added that while many of the artifacts on 
display were made before 1492, some were 
possibly made as early as 1000 B.C. 
Morice said the exhibit displays tl}.e impact 
1}\at nat\,v~ ~~e.. O~i world today 
through the artifacts that were left behind. 
"Even though these are very diverse cul-
tures," Morice said, '"you see a similarity 
which is a reverence for the natural world." 
'ii' From Page 1 B 
started talking to people about AIDS, the 
pain sbMy relented. 
ton she started attending an HIV support 
group, where she met her husband, Chris, 
who is also 1-IlV positive. 
"Why do )0..1 have to flal.D1t to the \A.Ork:! 
what a slut )0..1 were?" Kerr sad her parents 
asked. But their opposition intensified her 
desire to help other people who \Vere HIV 
positive overcome some of their mental 
hokJing their hand ard they look up at you 
like )0..1 are their angel of mercy," Kerr sad. 
"It is such a wonderful feeling, knowing 
that )0..1 can help out." 
She also found comfort in taking walks 
arourx:I her college campus, enjoying the 
peacefulness of the fall season after her 
boyfrieOO died. It was then that she realizEd 
that if she was going to live, sl-ie hcd better 
live life to the fullest. 
··Fall has a particular smell to it, and I 
walked outside and smelled the air," Kerr 
said. "Oh my God, it was like a miracle. For 
me that was lil<e a rebirth." 
During her senior year at Mary Washing-
The Mo werl last year. 
Kerr said they find comfort in knowing 
that they have each other to lean on for sup-
port. 
Three ~ ~. on ihe 10th anniversary 
of the~ of AIDS. a reporter form the 
U.S. News and Work:! Report called Kerr. 
He asked her to tell her story of 00.V she 
contracted the HIV virus in 1987. 
While Kerr felt some skepticism about 







and the rent 
is coming due ... 
Sell your stuff 
(;\\IFt . \J{l>S 
BUY-SELL-TRADE 
anguish. 
Kerr is the \.Qlunteer coordinator for Hos-
pice, an organiz.ation dedicated to caring for 
people INl1o are in their last stage of life. 
She said working so closely with death 
can be extremely painful for her at times. But 
it is her patients who provide her with 
strength to live life to the fullest. 
"It gives you such a wonderful feeling; 
when you are sitting there with someone. 
in The News' 
Classifieds! 
Boxes - Sets • Singles • Decks 
Packs - Magazines - Novels 
Players' Guides - Calendars 






On the ~erge of the Weekend 
FOR FREE BROCHURE. 
Please Specify ~ -
'Ill! ~¥IN; Brochure. 
PAUL & JUDY'S 
COINS & CARDS 
P.O. Bm: 409 EIU Artmr, IL 61911 
Whlsl./RcLShowlOOlll: 400E.Rt.133 
Oicat.clVillc (On The CuM:) 
8:~:00 Moo.·Fri. 8:00-3:00 Sal. 
24 HR. PHONE: ('217) S43-3366 
24 HR. FAX: (800) S00-3117 
BURRITOS 
AS BIG AS 
YOUR HEAD!® 
Her AIDS patients strengthen her mental 
state the most, by teaching her to take corr 
trol of her life. 
"They have taught me to believe, 'I have 
AIDS, -AIDS doesn't have me.:~· 
- Beatrice Kerr will speak at 7 p.m. 
Monday in the Grand Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Admission is $1 for students and $3 for 





1415 Fourth St. 
Open 11am-
After Bars Close J 
~ 
fl~ 
Springfield band to return to Charleston 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ Jeff Williams is a strong singer - not a 
screamer. You can understand what he's 
When N.l.L.8. played Char- saying. Songs like "Political Suicide" and 
leston last year, there was at .. Switch Drops" exhibit his vocal skills. 
least one casualty. Guitarist Eric White, bassist Bruce 
Only minutes into the band's Williams and drummer Lance Reynolds 
set, an overly-excited individual do more than play the basics riffs of a 
decided he would stage dive song - they build on it. Especially Bruce, 
into the audience. Unfortunate- who makes his presence known with 
ly, the audience wasn't in the funk-hke bass fills. 
mood to receive him with open Innovative songs like "Shallow Hole 
amis. (studio version)" and "Pissed" demon-
") couldn't believe it," strate N.l.L.8.'s ability to switch musical 
N.l.L.8. vocalist Jeff Williams gears. 
recalls. "I wanted to stop play- Williams attributes N.l.L.8's diversity 
ing. This guy pulled a pike and to the band members' influences. 
everyone else pulled the part- "Each of us comes from different 
ing sea." backgrounds," Williams said. "I mostly 
No major injuries are listened to hardcore groups like Agnostic 
expected to occur when the Front and Aggression when I was grow-
Springfield-based foursome ing up. My brother (Bruce) listened to a 
returns to Charleston Saturday lot of funk." 
night for an 18-and-over show • White admits: "I listened to a lot of 
with Goatboy at :red's Ware- Ph f C OSS C cheesy stuff like Ratt and Poison when I 
house, 102 N. Sixth St. . . . . . oto courtesy 0 R . ll'.118u ITV was younger." 
But Williams said he expects Left to right: Bruce W11/1ams, Enc White, Lance Reynolds and Jeof W11/1ams Because of such influences, Williams 
a great show - with or without the stretcher. said N.l.L.8. is hard to classify. However, this hasn't harmed the band's ability to 
"We love playing Charleston because we have a big following there," Williams get gigs. The band has spent the last two years touring both the East and West 
said. "The shows get pretty volatile... Coasts and has played with well-known bands including Smashing Pumpkins, 
This.comes as no sur:prise when listening to the band's 1993 release "Hal le Faith No More, Jesus Lizard and MDC. 
lujah: I'm going to kill m9self." And while most of N.l.L.8. 's fans need only worry about getting to the 9:30 
Many of the songs on the disc are melodic roller coasters driven by steady, p.m. show on time with $3 in hand. Williams has a bit of advice. 
scaling guitar and bass lines accompanied with pounding drum beats - very remi- "To the guy who jumped off the stage and broke his ass: Don't hurt yourself 
niscent of the long-dead Los Angeles and New York City hardcore sound. Songs this time." 
like "Medicine Man," "Green Eggs and Ham" and "Chain" are sure to get even 
the most timid of hearts into the mosh pit. · N.1.L.8. and Goatboy will be performing at 9:30 p.m. tonight at Ted's 
Warehouse. 102 N. Sixth St. Admission Is $3 But N.l.L.8. is not a straight hardcore band. 
Hum baits listener with relentless raw energy 
"Electra 2000" 
.... HUQ} 
_.,~ lnC'h Records 
Repetition can be powerful. Repetition can be 
powerful. 
Urbana's noise-rock outfit Hum thrives on repeti-
tion. The band's soundful discharge (an ozone-thick, 
instrumentally abrasive shriek) finds strength in 
drilled mechanics. 
Hum uses relentless raw electricity as buzzing bait 
to snag the listener. Then, with jabs as blunt as a 
bullet through the skull, the band moves in for the 
kill. 
Instantly, the music creates a fan; there's no 
escape. Hum' s current CD, "Electra 2000," tran-
scribes the pulse of this p,oison. 
~n~;aR:nnu~ Horn mverls .an.Cl per:verts typical 
hard-edged song structuring. Comparisons to a 
well·amphetamined Helmet or a Billy Corgan-assas-
sinated Smashing Pumpkins can be made, but it 
would be a mistake to write off Hum as a sound 
alik~ 
The band uses absurdly extended thrash seg-
ments to separate itself from any sort of rational 
category. 
The song "Pinch and Roll" is a prime example of 
Hum's routine fury. Exceptional vocal clarity accen-
tuates this mind-mowing romp of a track with lyrics 
such as: "I hear you got a brand new beau - I hear 
he's lovely I You make me feel like I was dead I 
Maybe it's just in my head." 
On the song "Scraper," Hum sounds a bit like 
the Champaign band Poster Children. Specifically, 
"Scraper" approaches Poster Children's "Dynamite 
Chair" single. The songs are alike in that they each 
have a strong rhythm section and thrive on almost 
spoken-word stories amidst respective roving beats. 
Another track that flexes Hum's unique sound is 
"Iron Clad Lou." The song starts softly only to halt 
and uproot itself into a massive uproar. This distort-
ed trickery emphasizes that there's no such thing as 
a Hum ballad. The track's appealing nature is due 
in part to the album's high-class production work. 
Recorded and mixed by ldful's Brad W9od (who also 
produced Charleston's SpankWagon), "Iron Clad 
Lou'' comes off clear and crisp, full of life and vigor. 
"Electra 2000" fixates on artificiaJ acidic aggra-
vation, bringing to ear a futuristic neon buzz that 
agitates and twirls its way into the listener. 
In other words, it's noisy. 
- Hum will be performing tonight at 10 p.m. 
tonight at Friends & Co. - The Dungeon, 509 
Van Buren Aue., with the bands Crabdaddy and 
Chaotic Past. Admission is $3. 
i."c ,"< :c ,,"< ~'r "The White Album" 
' "'" ' ' "' ''e's Rich ~nt" -;.r..i~r..l' UJ' ·~· 
:C ~ ,,'c "Flood" 
-:.'< .. '< "As Ugly As They Want to Be" 
..,'r "The Stuff' 
.......... ..._....., 
. 
~t , '\,.. ·:·· 
- . r. ~. \ •. 
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Killer cast, savage script 
ignite Tarantino's vision 
"Pulp Fiction" 
Starring John Travolta. Samuel 
L. Jackson. Uma Thurman, Har-
vey Keitel, Trrn Roth, Amanda 
Plummer. Maria De Medeiros, 
Ving Rhames. Eric Stoltz, Rosan-
na Arquette, Christopher Walken 
and Bruce Willis 
Directed by Quentin Tarantino 
Miramax Films. Rated R 
In the hands of anyone other 
than Quentin Tarantino, "Pulp fie. 
tion'' IMX.lki be a grote!qle ~er. 
The~ method is poten-
tially confusing, the characters are 
conceivably no more than walking 
wit in alien haircuts and there is 
ena.gh sex. chug use and violeoce 
to make Pat Robertsoo pray for the 
eternal salvation of every ticket 
Wyer. 
But Tarantino, with the help of 
the ooolest cast ever assembla::l. oo 
screen and a script bordering on 
geniu>, makes MNµ Rction'' a glee-
ful marriage of literary depth and 
brutal excess. 
An anthology of three stories, 
"Pulp Fiction" follows nearly a 
dozen principal characters through 
the grimy urx:lerbelly of a Lo:; Ange-
les seemingly inhabited oo}y ~aim­
inals. POOc:e are never seen, sekiorn 
mentioned and aren't much \OOrth 
\OOlTying about to these characters -
they've got things to do, people to 
kill and aackling dialogue to spit out. 
Tarantino, the writer-director of 
"Resetv;Xr Dogs,' ha5 arr~ 
firm grasp on the flashbacks and 
flashforwards that intertwine his tales 
\Alhile giving the actors free reign 
over the raprl-fire dialogue. 
John T l'Cll.d1a is captivatingly off-
beat as the p.rlgy, spaghetti-hain: 
Vincent Vega, a veteran hit man 
\A/ho is entrusted with the care of 
mob boss MarseJlt.5 Wallace's (V~ 
Rhames) wife Mia for an evening. 
T ral.dta is a joy to \.Vatch as Vega 
v.00, stoned to the gills and goofily 
charming, tries to resist the ~­
tent flirtations of Mia, Uma Thur-
man 002'.ire straightf oo.wrd, 2.0l'llrl-
out~ in a jet-black Euro-
trash wig. 
Travolta's laid back assassin is 
nicely offset by his partner Jules 
Winnfield's coldly professional 
demeanor. Winnfiek.l, played with 
Oscar-caliber explosiveness by 
Samuel L Jackson in a ''Shaft" era 
Jheri-curl hairdo, is easily the rnc6t 
interesting character in the fihn; he is 
tom bel\M:!en his savage job and his 
~beliefs. 
Just before killing those v.00 dare 
to aos.s Marsellus, Jules rants a pas-
sage from Ezekiel about striking out 
with "furious anger ... Alttngh Jules 
I Chicken Sandwich I 
I c Regular Fry ~ I I ~ 20oz. Drink ~ I 
l u e '§ I 
I i, ~ft28 u; I 
1£ ~ i• L~-=-~~:~-~~-J 
quotes the passage because he 
"thought it would be some co!d-
bkx:xied shit to say," he questions 
the hue meaning of the passage ard 
his life after experiencing "a mo-
ment of clarity." 
~the Robert A1trnan-eQ.ie 
size of the principal cast, and the 
focus on Vincent, Jules and two 
diner thie\.e> (rrrn Roth and Aman-
da Plummer) who open and close 
the film. Tarantino never loses trcX:k 
of the rest of his dlarocters. 
Bruce Willis dimbs into the ring 
with his best role in years as an 
aging boxer named Butch on the 
run for oot taking a bribOO dive. &:rt: 
Butch runs into trouble when he 
encounters Marsellus after going 
home to furl a goki watch that has 
been in the family ~) for years, 
arxl the t\00 take their fight into a 
pav.n stX>p nn ~ a re:lneck per'\et 
named Zed, who has visions of 
.. ~.. dancing in his hecx:I. 
Both funny and chilling, "Pulp 
Fiction" is Tarantino's fuck-you to 
political oorm:tr1e$ - the violence is 
real (although often played for 
laughs), and a couple of scenes 
depicting a drug overdose and 
socbrry are alroost too pamful arxl 
too abhorrent (respectively) to 
\.Vatch. 
But Tarantino's brilliance is that 
he forces )0.1 to watch - no matter 
what deviance is occurring, you 
can't unglue your eyes from the 
screen. Tarantino also makes you 
listen. 
Vulgarity drips from the actors' 
lips like poetry, and long, single-
character diatribes play like pop ~ 
ture solibquies, ~ the charac-
ters' depth and flaws. 
Tarantino is far enough away 
from his diaracters that he doesn't 
jUdge them, but close enough to . 
realize they're not glamorous. 
They're off ·kilter people just doing 
their jobs and trying to SlaVive in an 
off-kilter world that will probably 
never fird a tmnx:.e. 
- "Pulp Fiction" is showing at 
the Saooy 14 Theater in Saooy. 
"Cl~";.'< :..r~ "The Godfather" 
~..r..'r:C "The LJnta.rhakles" 
t.'t*-:C "Carlito's Way" 




COME OUT AND TRY 
·THE BEST 





2 0oz - $1 50 
Las ag n a 
(W/~. ~ colfoe « t ftt) 
•4&0 
Squp at Sandwk.b S pecial 
( (wfcoHee OI' tea) 
• 3 00 
r----------------------, 
• Friday • 
: Delta Recording Co. Presents : 
: ''N I L 8'' : I • • • I 
1 From Springfield 1 
: Special Guest: : 
I GOAT BOY! I 
I • Admi6sion $3 Tonight• I ~----------------------~ . ,
: Saturday : 
1 RU55 SANDER IN 1 
: ''MALAKI'' : 
: Rock & Roll Show From Effingham ~ 
I Music: Aerosmith, Kiss. Def Leppard. Ted I 
I Nugent. 5 .T.P .• Bo n J ovi, Pearl Jam & More I L _:. !_ 1_ ~ _m ~ ~s ~ ~ _ ~ !. c:. ~'.:. ~ ~ ~ ~.: _ J 
18, 19, & 20 Year Olds 
Welcome to our Juice Bar! 



















3 West Lincoln, Charleston 
Across from McDonald's 
345-4743 
r------5T0l)E-NT-5PEC1A[ _____ , 
One Large Pizza 
with 8 toppings 
can delae 2 tapj" ~ 
No 5ui,s-citut.fon 
& 
One Large Pizza 
with up to 
2 toppings 




' Bonus Pizza $1 is 1 medium 1 topping pizza 
only 
L--------------------------------------------~ ,---------------Ch~~;~-B;ead& ___ $279- , 
FREE Sauce 
12 pieces of freshly baked 
bread with two types of cheese 






SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave mes-
sage.
______________________12/12
$363.60. Sell 72 funny T-shirts-
profit $363.60. Risk-free. Choose
from 19 designs. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4250
________________ca 9/2,6,9,12
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMO-
SPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL





Apps now being accepted for our
activities, habilitation and dietary
dept. FT and PT, all shifts avail-
able. FT hab. starts at $5.30 w/
increase to $5.50 after 90 days
(insurance pkg. and other bene-
fits, also). Why work for minimum
when you can work for us? Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. Il, 61920.
E.O.E.
_______________________12/9
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Up to $900
weekly. Free room/board. Now
hiring skilled/unskilled men and
women. No experience neces-
sary. Call (601) 799-1362, ext.
5172, 24hrs.
______________________11/11
National Park Jobs- Over 25,000
openings! (including hotel staff,
tour guides, etc.) Benefits &




Are you an organizer? Like to get
people together? Make $$$, gain
excellent business experience
and earn free travel by marketing
our Spring Break packages. Call





PROMOTE SPRING BREAK ‘95.
EARN SUBSTANTIAL MONEY





industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+
per month + benefits.






tions, Inc., in keeping with its
commitment to provide quality
residential services to persons
with development disabilities, is
hiring ful l  t ime Specialized
Support Staff. The qualified can-
didates will receive extensive
training in order to assist in a vari-
ety of roles within the group home
system. Must be able to work
flexible hours, assume leadership
responsibilities, and provide a
long term commitment to these
positions. Beginning salary com-
mensurate with experience. Up to
$7.00 per hour. Send resume.
Administrator, Developmental
Foundations, Inc. 1550 Douglas,
Suite 119, Charleston Il, 61920.
EOE.
_______________________11/4
$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience
required! Begin Now! For info call
202-298-8952.
______________________12/12
Professional needed to work at
the Daily Eastern News. Positions
available in advertising. Fill out
application at 127 Buzzard.
_______________________11/5
Immediate opening $4.50/hr.
Dishwasher and kitchen clean-up
help. Part-time, flexible hours.
Charleston Country Club. 345-
6603. Tues- Sun.
_______________________11/9
Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95.
2 Bedroom apartment 7 blocks
from campus. $300 a month obo.
345-3208. Leave message.
_______________________11/4
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95
$190/month; heat, water, trash
included. Located on the square.
Call 345-6431.
_______________________11/4
Female sublessor needed for
spring semester. Park Place Apts.
Close to campus, Own room. If
interested call Debbie or Beth at
345-5670.
_______________________11/4
Sublease a 1 bedroom apt.
Spring semester. Furnished. $350
a month. 345-6739.
11/4,7
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
‘95. House on 2nd St.
$145/month. Call Denise or
Rebecca. 345-7293.
_______________________11/7
Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95
at Atrium Apts. Call Leigh 348-
8562.
_______________________11/4




Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95.




VERY NICE APT. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS FOR SPRING-
SUMMER ‘95.  345-3469.
_______________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95. 1
bedroom apt. 1 block from campus
$250 a month. Call 345-6075.
________________________11/8
4 sublessors-Spring ‘95, 3 br.
house. Close, parking, some furni-
ture, laundry. $175 + utilities. 345-
6376.
_______________________11/15
Sublessor needed: Great one-bed-
room large apartment. Heat and
Water paid! Call 345-7098.
________________________11/8
Sublessor needed Spring ‘95. Very
close to campus. Call 345-4643.
________________________11/7
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Spring




Need a male sublessor for Spring
and possibly summer. Apt on 7th
St. 1 1/2 blocks from campus-
good size room. You will have a
roommate. Call Williams Interiors
345-7286.
________________________11/7
Female sublessor needed spring
semester. Close to campus. Call
581-2286.
________________________11/9
Sublessor(s) needed for Sp. ‘95.
Vacant apartment. Next to
Krackers. For 1-2 people, fur-
nished. $175/ mth (each) +
Utilities. 345-5941.
_______________________11/10
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95. Own
room, $168/mth. Pool, whirlpool,
wt. room. Call Nicole 348-6366.
________________________11/8
Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95.
1 bedroom apt. 2 Blocks from




AND MICROWAVES FOR RENT.
CALL 348-7746.
______________________12/12
Roommates wanted $160 a




DENTS! Spacious 2 Bedroom
apartment available in January
call 345-6559.
_______________________11/4
NICE APTS. AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. ONE,
TWO, AND THREE BDRM. CALL
JIM AT 348-0819. LEAVE MES-
SAGE.
______________________11/17
FOR RENT: 3 BR. HOUSE FOR




Complete system including print-
er only $500. Call Chris at 800-
289-5685.
_______________________12/2
‘85 Olds Cutlass, good condition
$1800 OBO. Call Tim 345-1358.
_______________________11/4
A tandy 1000 computer 640K
color monitor and dot matrix print-
er. 5 1/4 inch drive. $400 or best
offer. Call after 5:00. 345-1224.
_______________________11/4
94 Trek 7000, Excellent condi-
tion, low priced, must sell, B.O.
leave message, 348-7810.
______________________11/10
Honda Eliete Scooter for sale.
Great shape $900. 345-3469.
_______________________11/4
The Daily Eastern
News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. A cor-
rected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled AFTER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with estab-
lished credit may be
billed.
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liabili-





















CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday worship service will be
at 10:30 a.m. Sunday at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th
street. Call 345-6990 for rides or information.
DELTA SIGMA THETA 3-on-3 Basketball will be at 7 p.m. Nov. 15 in
McAfee Gym. If interested call Tasha at 348-0113.
sigma gamma rho informational will be at 1 p.m. Sunday at the Black
house. Formal attiar is required. For information call Tammie at 8122.
PHI GAMMA NU tour to Greencastle, IN will be at 11 a.m. today. Meet
in Hardy’s Parking lot.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. Q andA Forum will be at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Afro-American Cultural Center.
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY “Cent” Supper will be at 5p.m.
Sunday at the Wesley foundation. Call 348-8191 by Friday to sing up.
THE LIGHTHOUSE IS open from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. tonight in the base-
ment of the Wesley Foundation.scec swimming at Mattoon will be at
9:45 Nov. 14. Meet at Buzzard Building room 140. Talk to Joe for more
information.
FACULTY MENTORS AVAILABLE to work with students of all majors
and minors in the LUmpkin college of Business and Applied Sciences.
If you would like to be linked with a faculty mentor visit Dr. Beryl
McEwen, LH 346 or call 581-6391.
MORTAR BOARD HONOR society executive meeting will be at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Honors office in Booth House.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA service fraternity pledge review will be at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Oakland room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Attendance is mandatory.
alpha phi omega service fraternity pledge meeting/final exam will be at
8 p.m. Sunday in the Oakland room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
















































WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter             Wings Love Connection       
Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune NHL Hockey Wings Jeffersons
Movie:Bugsy Diagnosis Murder Family Matters Murder, She Wrote Movie: Hercules  
Boy Meets World and the Lost Kingdom
Under Suspicion Step by Step Movie:Blackmail
Mr. Cooper
Picket Fences 20/20 Postgame News
Pool
News News News Movie:The   Night Court
Jay Leno (10:35) David (10:35) Married . . .(10:35) SportsCenter Lookalike Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop ...Boss? (6:05)
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Reading Rainbow ...Boss? (6:35)
Washington Week Barbara Walters Tales from the Crypt Rediscovering Ghostwriter Movie:Saved by
Wall St. Week Tales from the Crypt America the Bell
America’s Battleground Movie:When you X-files Wings St. Elsewhere
Remember Me
Report of the Star Trek: The Secrets of the Deep News Saved by the Bell
Secretaries of Defense Next Generation America/Wholey
Being Served? M*A*S*H* Rediscovering Sneak Previews
Movie: Girls’ Night Out M*A*S*H* America Movie: 












WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune College Football News College Football Scoreboard Wings Bulls Are Back,
Hoosier Million.. Wheel of Fortune College Football Wings Bullieve It!
Movie:Memoirs of Movie:Ernest Scared Movie:Ernest Goes Bullseye 
an Invisible Man Stupid to Camp NBA Basketball
Sisters Walker, Texas Ranger Commish Weird Science
College Football Duckman
News News News Movie:Darkman News
Sat. Night Live Current Affair The Road SportsCenter Movie: 
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Lawrence Welk Movie:A Killer Star Trek: Next World of Discovery Growing Old in a WCW Wrestling Cont.
Among Us Generation New Age
I’ll Fly Away Cops 2 Seconds to Women and Social Cybermania 1994
Cops Midnight Action Git You Sucka
Movie:Sleuth Name of Love America’s Most 2 Seconds to The Civil War
Girls Night Out Wanted Midnight
Simpsons Justice Files
Oooh La La Simpsons
Waiting for God Unsolved Myst. From the Crypt 2 Seconds to













WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Earth 2  60 Minutes Funniest Videos NFL Primetime Weird Science The Road
the Light  Funniest Videos Duckman
Murder, She Wrote Siegfried & Roy NFL Football Movie:Murderous Highlander
Vision
Movie:Star Trek VI Movie:Cagney &  Movie:The Hand That 
Lacey, The Return Rocks the Cradle
Silk Stalkings News
Replay (9:40)
News News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Night Court
Inside Etmt. Crusaders Lifestyles...
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Ghostwriter Movie cont. Simpsons Nature of Things Here’s to Your Health Matlock 
Simpsons Health Chronicles
Nature Movie:Victims for Simpsons Wildlife Firing Line
Victims Simpson In Care of Nature John McLaughlin
Masterpiece Theater Married... Great Bears of McLaughlin Group National Geo. 
George Carlin Alaska EIU Connection Explorer
Commish Babylon 5 Crocodiles... Lynch’s Colloquium
All Creatures Great  and Small Return of the Lynx
Clapprood Live Kung Fu: The Legend Wildlife Joseph Campbelll and Network Earth
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Smith Corona Word 
Processor/Fax Machine 11 mo. 
old. Excellent Cond. $125 OBO. 
345-2142. 
_________ 11/4 
Sony 5 disc CD Player. Bass gu1· 
tar and 14.4 bps modem. Call 
David, 348-1169. 
_________ 11/8 
iAMn' .L\1) Fot~'D 
Beige and Blue umbrella found in 




MusicaVcomedy, characters for all 
occasions. Pollce woman. Elvis, 
comedy strippers and more. 348· 
8498. 
~-----11/2,4,9,11, 
DIET MAGIC, SAFE, EFFEC· 
TIVE, EASY & AFFORDABLE! 
100% NATURAL MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE, CALL 728-4070. 
_________ 11/4 
PRELAW CLUB is sponsoring a 
MOCK LSAT on Tuesday 
November 8th at 5pm. For more 
information call: Courtney 348· 
1685 or Julie 581·8102. 
,..,,....__,,...,...,.,.---....,....,-,-11 /1 .2 ,3, 4, 7. 
Why did the chicken cross the 
road? To get to Joey's· He need 
not· WE DELIVERI 345-2466. 
11 am-2pm for lunch and 4pm· 
midnight. Sat & Sun . We deliver 
all day! 
______ 11/1,2,3,4,7, 
Now open, Rosie's! Dally menu 
specials; Wed, Thurs, Fri, and 
Sat. Chicago Old style $1.00, 
Fuzzy Navels $1 50. We now 
have Foosball and pool tables. 
Open 4pm-1 am. 
11/4 
J~u~s=T=-=s=p=E~N=c=E=·s~-~1~1~48=-=SIXTH 
STREET, SEVENTH ANNIVER· 
SARY SALE!! (ONE WEEK). 30% 
OFF EVERYTHING!! OPEN TUE· 
SAT, 1:30-5:00. TELE:345·1469. 
WE ALSO BUY. 
11/4 
A~:rr=E=N""'T"'"1o=N,..,_.A,...,S""r""'s=-:-G=-e-t-e-xc1ted 
for Formal Saturday! Remember 
Indianapolis 1s an hour ahead of 
us. 
~_._ ............... ~..,..,._:.--i'-'-~ 11.14 
You and your friends can take 
over a fraternity-Call 348·1451. 
Ask for t-4arty. 
--------_,_11/4 Come follow me 1n a band. 
Serious BASS PLAYER wanted 
for an already established band. 
Must be willing to play. Call Todd 
at 234-6641 . No answer, leave 
message. 
_________ 11/11 
AT TED'S FRIDAY. "N.l.L.8" 
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND 
FROM SPRINGFIELD WITH 
SPECIAL GUEST "GOAT BOY". 
18·19·20 YEAR OLDS WEL· 
COME TO OUR JUICE BAR 
ADM. $3. 
~--=----,--..,-=11/4 Sherri Piwowarczyk and Brigid 
Brennan- I can't believe it has 
been four years since you began 
playing volleyball at EIU. It's been 
fun watching you both and keep-
ing score at the games. GOOD 




end Pay backs are Hell! 
,,,....,-------_,,_11/4 Sully- Be prepared to be flushed 
by the plunger. 
--~-------11/4 Hey Sully, make those dinner 
reservations at Krackers for two. 
11/4 
J~E~N-N-l=E-l_A_N_G.,,...,,,,E"""N-O~F""'D~ELTA 
ZETA: Congrats on Activation! DZ 
love and mine, Jackie. 
_________ 11/4 
Pauley T . ..get excited for AST for-
mal this weekend It's sure to be 
unforgettable and full of surpris· 
es! Champ. 
__________ 11/4 
Vote PERFORMANCE PARTY for 
student government elections on 
Wednesday November 9. 
Campus leaders who PERFORM! 
_________ 11/9 
#1 Reason to transfer from EIU-
Talking to the Financial Aid Office 
is like beating a dead horse-It 
makes you feel better but it won't 
do a whole lot. 
_________ 11/4 
THE MEN OF DELTA TAU 
DELTA WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE CHRIS 
DANIELS ON BEING SELECT-
ED AS DELT OF THE WEEK. 
_________ 1114 
The Men of Delta Tau Delta 
would like to thank Tracey 
Sargent of Alpha Phi for her 




BITTNER! HAVE A GREAT DAY. 
DRINK ONE FOR ME AT U OF 
I. LOVE. JEN #2. 
11/4 
D=-E=L~T=A~z=E=T...,..A=s-A~N-D,,,.....,D~A~TES: 
GET E)(CU:ED,.~ .... t:EQ~ 
· 9A~NDANCE'TON'IGn 1. vvE RE 
GONNA KICK UP SOME HAY!! 
-~-------1114 Sig Kaps and Dates: get excited 
for this weekend! Formal will be 
a blast! 
-=='="_,,_ _____ 11/4 
AST"S: Get ready for formal on 
Saturday in Indianapolis. it will 
be a blast! 
_________ 11/4 
DON'T PASS BY 
THIS DEAL! 
"The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial Indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 Items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. 
Name: _________________ ~ 
Address: ________ Phone: _____ _ 
Dates to run-----------
Message: (one word per hne) 
Personaccepbngad _____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor. ___ _ 
No. words/days _______ Amount due:S ____ _ 
On the Verge of the Weekend 
Sweethart, w1U you escort me to 
the Yellow Rose Formal? Love, 
Prectous. 
..,.......,...,,,...,...--=-""--=--11/4 Jeni Schmitz: Only 5 weekends 
left! Don't stop me. Love you. 
Kathy. 
-----~-~-~~11/4 
STACEY MOORE OF DELTA 
ZETA: CONGRATS ON ACTIVA-
TION! I'm very proud to have you 
as my kiddo! You will make a 
great active! Love you, Kathy. 
11/4 
Amy Nevius: Smile, your suitem-
ate loves you! Alpha Phi love and 
mine, Jennie. 
11/4 
FALL INTO THE SPECIALS AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAG·E . OLD 
MILWAUKEE ICE 12 CANS 
$3.99. STROLL, STROLL LIGHT 
15 PK $4.99. BUD LIGHT ICE 12 
CANS $4.99. SHELTER HOME 
WI ZIN $3.99 CHILLED. FAST 
AND FRIENDLY DRIVE UP SER-
VICE AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE. 
RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE. 345-
5722. 
--- 11/4 
Last chance, final call, get your 
money in for the Rugby Ball! 
November 10th. 5 :00 Brians 
Place. 
_________ 11/4 
AT TED'S TONITE, "N.l.L.8" 
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND 
FROM SPRINGFIELD WITH 
SPECIAL GUEST "GOAT BOY". 
18-19-20 YEAR OLDS WEL· 
COME TO OUR JUICE BAR. 
ADM$3. 
,,,.--~-----~11/4 Kara Rancilio of Delta Zeta: 
Congrats on activation. kiddo! 
Your mom and dad are very 
proud! Love, Jennie & Chad 
~~~----~-11/4 SANDRA GERINGER: Your mom 
& 2 dads are so proud of youl We 
know you'll make a wonderful DZ 
active. Love, Jeff, Doug, Erikka. 
- - 11/4 
Shelbi Huff: Your Mom and Dad 
are so proud of youl 
Congratulations on activation! 




WHAT? l'M HIKING IT! HILARY. 
_________ 1114 
Sigma Nu Sigma Class- Keep 
working hard. You're doing a 
great Job. The Actives. 
=-,,.---....,....,,,..-=-:--:-=,,,..-::,11/4 
To the guys at the SHACK: Thats 
for all the entertainment. It keeps 
us sain. The Snakes. 
_________ 11/4 
Calvin and Hobbes 
SNAKES: Keep up the great 
work with everything. It's your 
work that keeps on top! Sigma 
Nu Exec. 
11/4 =FA_L_L-IN~T~O~T-H=E-,S"""P"""E~C~l-A-LS AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. OLD MIL-
WAUKEE ICE 12 CANS $3.99. 
STROLL, STROLL LIGHT 15 PK 
$4.99. BUD LIGHT ICE 12 CANS 
$4.99. SHELTER HOME W/ZIN 
$3.99 CHILLED FAST AND 
FRIENDLY DRIVE UP SERVICE 
AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE. TO 130 
AT JACKSON AVE 345-5722 
___ 11/4 
AT TED'S TONITE. "N.l.L.8" 
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND 
FROM SPRINGFIELD WITH 
SPECIAL GUEST "GOAT BOY". 
18-19-20 YEAR OLDS WEL· 
COME TO OUR JUICE BAR. 
ADM $3. 
11/4 =c-L~A=s-=s...,..1 F"'"1""E"'=D-A""D~s-w-o~R~-K.111 
LET THEM WORK FOR YOU! 
OFFICE HOURS ARE MON-
DAY-FRIDAY 8:00-4:30 IN 
ROOM 127 BUZZARD BUILD-
ING 
_________ haoo 
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND! 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a 
PHOTO AND MESSAGE 
The o.lly £.astern News 
(Deldllnt: 3 Business O.ys 
Before Ad ls to run) 
by Bill Watterson 
I'M 
HOME! 
n\£.Rt:s NC) ~\~\ \Ill S~:~1~G 
'10VR l\)tK\.\ Sl\GS IF '{()\) 
c"'~1 ~p n\£tol\ ClEf\~£R 




--.11"'+ ~~ ....., ___ __..;:,..,.,.... 
ACROSS 
1 Producer Ponti 
I Madras mister 
•Ruinous 
14 Southeast Asia 
product 
11 Perfect rating 
18 Make -- (get 
tagged, e.g .. in 
baseball) 







at Shields for 
men-at-arms 
u Parodists 
14 Left on the farm 
at Bishopric 
27 Recipe meas. 
za Flora and fauna 
30 Black tea 
32Coat 
33 This pu2zle's 
theme 
31 Some Arabs 




39 Vigor, to Virgil 
40 Spotted 
4:1 "Lord of the 
Rings" creature 
44 Earmark 
47 Actor Robert 
41 SIPS LAG ER 
O N GIN (anag.) 
12 Flight 
N The d eep 




58 It makes 








4 Island feasts 
5 Prefix with 
science 






• Actor Jamie 









21 They may be 
batted 
25 Type of paint 





Puzde by Styant White 
29 Signs, in a way 
30 Twining plant 
stem 
31 Benbow or 
Farragut: Abbr. 
32 Macho 
33 1938 "invaders· 
34Deeply 
respectful 
35 Violinist Bull 
HChimeraor 
Sphimc 
40 Most cunning 








4!I In pieces 
..a Warrant officer 
ltXI \\11~K . 
47 --Highway 
49 El -- (weather 
phenomenon) 




52 Belgian resort 
town 
, • • w .. 
-
n you-~ ,.dO natpllnto 
be 11 lllllt a halMlma ...,_II SU 
nect Hfillller, ll la tnandllcMy to 
coi...-. ............. Mn to 
do ao wlH raau1t In a COMPLETE 
HOLD being plllCld on )llU ~
tyl9COid. 
liilllol11• .. be held In .. CcJllac> 
lion Offloa 8oulh Ilda Old Main, 
Caltllll'a ....... on '*'-tlber 10, 
and Nollilntllr 14. 181M. 
YOU MUST SCHEDULE YOUR 
APPOINTMENT. nw can be dona 
by coill9alll9 lw ~Olllca II 
1181-3715. 
Martha SchMnta1 
CollCllon 8':lldlllll HI 
--~ 
•-iilllllwMl:PCo.t 1lap •II~ 
alllllM;IOAl!tM ... dliNlllltiiCI 
• GFIAD8: 11114, ALUM LOCA· 
TION8: 8pttlgllllCI, Dlclllw, c.lltW 
....................... 
Aoom 18. 




wl hald.,. l11bhllllluiill ...... an 
...... cl ..... ..... 
.. • • pm ........... Allaln 
an .. lldlllll'ClllwlHIR.~ 
lnllilllllll In• ......... ~




MAJOAS: All .. be COllllderecl for 
... pcllllDN.. &pealaly lnllr 8111 d 
In fillfllGllMill, IMlllllillng, flllilllon 
~-LOCATION· hat 
c.tlRI Rlalatt GRADS: 12AM, MS, 
8115, ALlJM-lntervlftlng In 888 
Aoom13 
11111H¥Ja'TWY O'HAM 
POSITION: Cotpcnll M11111g111•ll 
~=::: 
oaaona-GRADS· 12194, Ablmnl·-
LOCATION: Qaaalll.t w-OM: 
2.8 THEFE Wl.L IE A MANDlllJ'O. 
RY INFORMATIONAL t.tEETING 
HELD IN 1HE CWG.AND ACOM IN 
TIE UNION ON MONDAY, Nat/EM-
BER 141H la 7.(t30 PM 111111 ... 
wlbe lilld1rt sm ADom 1a 
11111 STA'rm MNI INSURANCa-
R.L REG OR 
P08ITION(a) Undel ...... a.. 
:ml 
=r:' GM. Olla Pnl ~ 1111111 poll-
=-~~ ...,;.,--.~ ll)ifld 
the State of 11t1no11. GRADS 
, ..... 
11117 Ul .. MlllMI••••• CORP9-
lntervtawlng at TABLE IN UNION 




NoveP>er. Savings at Max Market 
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I 1./..1.dS 
Quality • Variety • Value • Service 
217. 345. 7535 
